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By HUANG WEI TONG

paperback. Condition: New. Ship out in 2 business day, And Fast shipping, Free Tracking number will
be provided after the shipment.Pages Number : 12387 Publisher: Tsinghua University Press Pub. Date
:2003-12. This book from the most basic concept. described in detail using Visual C + + object-
oriented programming with visual foundation of the principles and methods. The book is divided
into four. namely. basic knowledge of Visual C + +. using the API functions for visual programming.
visualization using MFC Visual C + + programming and advanced programming. The book involves
Visual C + + programming API functions and commonly used MFC classes. combined with examples
of one of the message processing. API function structure. various buttons. edit boxes. menus. scroll
bars and other major controls and cursors. icons. bitmaps and other resources of the application of
talk. but also in the instance of the program code has done a detailed description for readers to
grasp. Book easy to understand. focused emphasis on applications. not only materials science and
engineering students as the universities. but also for graduate students and research institutes.
development and application of the computer as a reference. but also available in computer
software development professional reference....
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Very helpful to all category of individuals. It is definitely simplified but surprises inside the 50 percent of your pdf. I am very happy to inform you that this is
actually the very best pdf i have read in my very own lifestyle and may be he finest pdf for actually.
-- Chr istelle Tr eutel-- Chr istelle Tr eutel

A brand new e-book with an all new perspective. It typically fails to cost an excessive amount of. I am e ortlessly can get a satisfaction of reading a
composed book.
-- Tur ner  B a yer-- Tur ner  B a yer
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